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Because the vendor is the issuer of the electronic tokens,
there is no need for transactions to be handled by a third
party, such as a bank or other organization. This reduces the
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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
CONDUCTING ELECTRONIC COMMERCE
TRANSACTIONS USING ELECTRONIC
TOKENS

period, or to convert rented software to permanent use. An

ASP may, therefore, o?fer users the ability to purchase
additional uses of a software product, extend the rental
period of a software product, or convert rented software to

permanent use. These operations are typically achieved by
RELATED APPLICATIONS

sending the user new authorization codes or keys that enable
the software to continue operation until the new number of
uses or time period has expired. By providing only a new
authorization code or key, the ASP avoids having to re
download the software to the user’s computer.

This application claims priority from US. provisional
application Ser. No. 60/178,239, ?led Jan. 26, 2000.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

As the use of an ASP becomes more popular, the inter

action between purchaser client computers and ASP servers
will become much more frequent. Therefore, it will be
desirable for ASPs to provide their purchasers the conve

The present invention relates to methods and apparatus
for conducting electronic commerce using electronic tokens.
More particularly, the present invention provides a means to

nience of minimizing the requirement for interaction

purchase, rent, or extend the rental period on software or

between a client computer and the ASP server in order to
complete the purchasing or rental transaction, as the case
may be. It would also be desirable for ASPs to minimize or

other products and services using electronic tokens, which
may be purchased either on-line or off-line.

limit the frequency of asking the purchaser to transmit the
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

20

information. Although the purchaser’s credit card number is
encrypted during the transmission, it will be highly desirable

Electronic commerce using the World Wide Web (Web) is

exploding in growth. Many Web sites have been developed

to minimize its exposure through the Web.

through which Web service providers may advertise and
o?fer a variety of products for sale. As electronic commerce
becomes popular, increasing numbers of vendors are o?fer

user’s private, sensitive information, such as credit card

25

Additionally, some software rentals may have a very low
cost. For example, renting a single page use of a translation

package may cost less than the typical fees associated with

ing a variety of products and services on the Web. Among

processing credit card transactions. Such “micropayment”

these vendors are software vendors, known as application

transactions, sometimes amounting to only fractions of a

service providers (ASPs), who provide software for sale or
rental over the Web.

cent, may also occur in the context of providing access to
30

media, or Web-based services, such as search engines. In

Software products being olfered by an ASP are typically

each of these cases, it is necessary to provide a way for users

displayed at the purchaser’s client computer. The display

to pay for such transactions without incurring the overhead

may include a description of each software program and a

of a credit card charge.
Similar demands are present for vendors of products and
services other than software. While there may be many

price for the software. As the purchaser sends a request to
purchase software programs to the ASP server, the server

35

must interact with the client system to con?rm the purchases
and the payment method. When the ASP server accepts the
purchase order and the payment method, the ASP server will

wide variety of products and services, many of these con

download the software product electronically to the purchas

credit card over the Internet, or do not possess a credit card

er’s client computer. To prevent unauthorized use of the

consumers on the Web interested in purchasing or renting a

sumers are either unwilling to take the risk of using their
40

software product, each software product is typically pro
tected by encryption, usually referred to as a software lock

small enough in cost that they do not justify the overhead of
handling credit card transactions.

(or key).
Upon successful completion of the purchase transaction,
the ASP will download a decrypted version of the software

that may be used to make purchases on the Web. Addition
ally, some products and services available over the Web are

45

To address these concerns, various forms of electronic
currency have been developed and marketed by numerous

or an authorization code which will “unlock” the software

companies. For example, ecash Technologies Incorporated,

for the purchaser if the software being purchased is already

of Bothell, Wash., o?fers a product called “eCash”, which
relies on encryption and digital signature technology to

installed on the purchaser’s client computer. The latter
situation may exist if the rental period of the software

product has expired and the purchaser wishes to extend its

50

permit selected “eCash” banks to issue “eCash” currency to
users, which may be spent on the Web sites of vendors who

use.

will accept this “eCash”. These vendors may then exchange

Since some software products are relatively expensive or
use of a particular software product may become obsolete
after a period or number of uses by a purchaser, the
purchaser may want to rent the software product instead of

the “eCash” for traditional money through an “eCash” bank.

The use of “eCash” permits micropayments, and permits
55

users to purchase products and services on the Web without
using a credit card.

purchasing it outright. Thus, the software may be rented for

The “eCash” system, and other similar systems, eliminate

use for a certain period of time or for a certain number of

the need to use a credit card for each on-line transaction, and

uses. For example, it may be preferable to rent computer

permit micropayments. Such systems require that users and
merchants make arrangements with authorized banks, and

games rather than purchase them, since computer games
often lose their interest and appeal after repeated playing.

60

Additionally, a purchaser may wish to rent the use of a

software program that is used only occasionally, such as a
language translator or document clean-up or editing soft
ware. The rental of software thus provides users a relatively
inexpensive and economic method to use software.
When a user ?nds that he is using a piece of rented

software repeatedly, it may be desirable to extend the rental

require both the user and the merchant to convert between
real currency and electronic currency through an authorized
bank.

Another system is provided by RocketCash Corporation,
65

of Mountain View, Calif. The RocketCash system sets up
accounts for teens who do not have credit cards, and permits
their parents to add money to the accounts using checks,
money orders, or credit cards. A teen may then shop on the

US 7,177,838 B1
3

4

Web, and have the purchases billed to his or her RocketCash
account. This eliminates the need for credit cards, but does
not address micropayments. Additionally, it is still necessary
to establish and fund an account With a single central entity

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

It is an object of the present invention to provide appa
ratus and methods that permit a variety of payment options,

(i.e. RocketCash Corporation) before goods may be pur

such as credit card purchases, checks, money orders, or
purchase orders to be used to purchase electronic currency

chased.
IntemetCash Corporation, of NeW York, NY, offers a

or tokens.

similar product, called IntemetCashTM, based on pre-paid
card that is purchased in predetermined denominations from

It is also an object of the present invention to provide
electronic currency or tokens that may be issued and used

With minimal overhead, and that do not require on-line

a store, and may be used at selected on-line merchants. The
InternetCashTM system can handle transactions smaller than

communication With a bank or other organization to issue or
use the tokens.

Will be processed by most credit cards, and provides a means
to anonymously purchase items on the Internet, Without
using a credit card. Like other previously knoWn electronic
currency systems, InternetCashTM requires merchants to
obtain payment from a central organization.
Another electronic currency, called “Beenz”, is provided

It is a further object of the present invention to provide
apparatus and methods that give a vendor complete control
over the sale and distribution of electronic currency or

by Beenz.com, Inc., of NeW York, NY The “beenz” system
permits registered users to earn “beenz” currency as an 20

incentive for visiting particular Web sites, shopping on-line
at particular Web sites, and other on-line activity. The
currency “earned” by these activities may be spent at

ability to sell electronic tokens to users of the Web site in

selected Web vendors. This system, While it does not use a

credit card, and may be used for micropayments, is not Well

tokens that may be used to purchase products and services
from that vendor.
These and other objects of the present invention are
achieved by providing apparatus and methods that permit a
vendor to directly issue electronic tokens that may be used
to purchase products and services from that vendor. A Web
site maintained by the vendor is provided With the added

25

exchange for payment in a variety of forms. Electronic

suited to more general use, as there is no Way to purchase the

tokens purchased from the vendor are kept in a user account

“beenz” currency. Additionally, as in the other examples
cited above, vendors must rely on a single organization to
receive payment in real money.

in a database that is maintained by the vendor.
Because the vendor himself is the issuer of the electronic
tokens, he may choose to issue the tokens in exchange for
any form of payment that he is Willing to accept. The

Numerous patents on electronic currency have been
issued. Among these are US. Pat. No. 5,983,207, to Turk et

30

methods and apparatus of the present invention support both

al., and US. Pat. No. 5,671,364, to Turk, Which discuss
electronic currency systems based on gold or some other

commodity held at a central location. US. Pat. No. 4,977,

595, to Ohta et al., describes cryptographic techniques that

35

on-line payment (e.g., using a credit card), and off-line
payment (e.g., using a check, money order, or purchase
order) for electronic tokens.
The vendor lists the prices of products and services

may be used by a bank to issue electronic cash. Like the

offered on his Web site in terms of electronic tokens.

other systems described hereinabove, the methods described

Because the vendor is the issuer of the electronic tokens, in
formulating these prices, he may set the value of the tokens
to any level that he chooses.
Users purchase or rent products and services from the

in these patents use central organizations, such as banks, to
manage user accounts and to handle transactions.

Such systems necessarily impose overhead, in that both
the vendors Who accept these various forms of electronic
currency, and the users Who buy items in exchange for
electronic currency must deal With a central organization,
such as a bank. Additionally, since the central organization
controls the issuance of the electronic currency, the vendors

40

vendor’s Web page using the electronic tokens. After a user
chooses a list of products or services that he Would like to

purchase or rent, the system of the present invention checks
45

Who accept the electronic currency have no control over the
value of the electronic currency, its sale price, the terms on
Which it may be bought, or to Whom the electronic currency

is sold. For example, it is not possible using such systems for
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opportunity to purchase additional tokens to cover the price
of the products and services he desires.
If the vendor is an application service provider (ASP) Who
sells softWare for doWnload, the methods and apparatus of
the present invention permit the softWare to be purchased, or
rented for a variety of terms using electronic tokens. Soft
Ware may be rented for a particular time period, a number of
uses, or a number of processings. Each of these forms of
rental may be initiated or extended in exchange for elec
tronic tokens. Extension of a softWare rental, in Which the

orders, or purchase orders to be used to purchase electronic
currency or tokens.

It Would also be desirable to provide electronic currency

tokens to complete the purchase. If there are enough tokens
in the user’s account, the tokens used for the purchase or
rental are subtracted from the user’s account, and the pur
chase or rental may proceed. Otherwise, the user is given an

a vendor of products or services to agree With his customer
on payment terms for electronic currency that Will be used
to purchase goods, since the customer must pay a bank or

other third-party organization for the electronic currency.
In vieW of the above, it Would be desirable to provide
apparatus and methods that permit a variety of payment
options, such as credit card purchases, checks, money

to see if the user’s account contains a suf?cient number of
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rented softWare is already installed on the user’s computer,

or tokens that may be issued and used With minimal over

requires only that the user doWnload a neW authorization

head, and that do not require on-line communication With a

code for the softWare, rather than doWnloading the entire

bank or other organization to issue or use the tokens.

softWare application.

It Would further be desirable to provide apparatus and
methods that give a vendor complete control over the sale
and distribution of electronic currency or tokens that may be

used to purchase products and services from that vendor.
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The present invention also provides methods for transfer
ring electronic tokens betWeen users. Additionally, methods
are provided for handling purchases on an auction site using
electronic tokens issued by the auction site.
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Additionally, since the electronic tokens are issued

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

directly by the vendor of the software or other products and

The above and other objects and advantages of the present

services on which the tokens may be spent, rather than by a
bank or other centraliZed organiZation, the vendor retains
control over issuing and redeeming the tokens. The vendor
is able to make whatever arrangements he or she desires for

invention will be apparent upon consideration of the fol

lowing detailed description taken in conjunction with the
accompanying drawings, in which like characters refer to
like parts throughout, and in which:

payment for the tokens, including both on-line (e.g. credit

card) and off-line (e.g. check, purchase order, billing) trans

FIG. 1 is an overview of the networked environment in

which the methods and apparatus of the present invention

actions. It should be noted that as used herein, a vendor

includes any subsidiaries, a?iliates, and other corporate

are used;
FIG. 2 is a diagram of the software executing on a server

built in accordance with the principles of the present inven

entities or persons authorized by the vendor to issue tokens.
The methods and system of the present invention do not

tion;

require that any payment be made using the user’s credit
card. Of course, the user has the option of using a credit card

FIG. 3 is a ?owchart of a method for establishing a user

to purchase tokens using the on-line method, but may avoid

account;
FIG. 4 is a ?owchart of a method the permits users to

use of a credit card by using the off-line method for

purchase additional electronic tokens, either on-line or olf

purchasing tokens. Because the user need not use a credit

line;

card for his purchases, it is unnecessary for the user to have
a credit card, or for the user’s computer or the vendor’s

FIG. 5 is a ?owchart showing a method for verifying that
a user has an account, and for initiating a shopping session;
FIG. 6 is an example screen from an application service

20

provider, showing categories of software available for sale
or rental;
FIG. 7 is an example screen from an application service

provider, showing various types of software rental or pur

25

provider, showing an order list containing software rentals
and purchases that have been selected by a user, to be paid
30

FIG. 9 is an example screen from an application service

provider, verifying the user’s order;
FIG. 10 is a ?owchart showing a method for verifying that
a user has enough tokens to complete a purchase;
FIG. 11 is a ?owchart of a method for transferring

transactions, the overhead associated with such transactions
can be reduced or eliminated, permitting micropayments.
Further, since small purchases are paid for in tokens, the
vendor need not send out an invoice or incur other overhead

chase that are available;
FIG. 8 is an example screen from an application service

for using electronic tokens;

computer to interact over the network with a bank or other

?nancial institution to process credit card transactions. Addi
tionally, since orders can be handled without credit card

involved in handling ?nancial transactions with small pur
chases.
A further bene?t of using the vendor-issued electronic
tokens of the present invention is that privacy risks are
decreased. Since all purchases or business transactions are

done using tokens, very little or no personal sensitive
information, such as the user’s credit card number, need be
transmitted over communication lines, such as the Internet.
35

electronic tokens from one user to another;
FIG. 12 is a ?owchart of a method for verifying that use

Although information transmitted via the Internet may be
encrypted, it is still desirable to eliminate or minimiZe such

transmissions, since they may be intercepted and decrypted.
Furthermore, since the vendor and user interact directly for
the purchase and use of electronic tokens, rather than relying

of rental software is authorized; and
FIG. 13 shows an embodiment of the present invention for

use on an auction site, in which electronic tokens are used 40 on a third party such as a bank, users may be selective about

for payment.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION
45

The present invention provides a method and system for
conducting business transactions in a networked environ
ment using “electronic tokens” (or “tokens”) as a price for
each item or product being offered for sale or rental by a
vendor. As a user creates his order list, the total number of

50

tokens required (RT) is constantly updated and displayed
together with the user’s available tokens (AT). To complete
the business transaction, the user can simply click on order
and order con?rmed buttons on the display. The total num
ber of tokens used for purchases are subtracted from the
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user’s available tokens (AT) which is also updated and
displayed at the client computer.
Since electronic tokens are used for the business transac

tion, the need to transmit the user’s credit card number and
other personal sensitive information between the user’s
computer and the vendor’s computer for each transaction is

and services for sale or rental over a network, such as the
60

sensitive information is improved.

Internet. Server computer 20 includes processor 22, memory
24, storage 26, and network interface 28. In a preferred
embodiment, server computer 20 executes Web server soft

eliminated. Thus, the method and system of the present
invention provides users the convenience of minimiZing
interactions between the user’s computer (the client com

puter) and the vendor’s computer (the server) thus reducing
overhead. Furthermore, security for the user’s personal

which vendors they are willing to trust with their private
information.
It will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the relevant
arts that although the electronic tokens described herein may
be of a single denomination, multiple denominations of
electronic tokens could be provided. For example, a vendor
may offer “silver” tokens, having a unit value, and “gold”
tokens, having a value of ten “silver” tokens. The vendor
may optionally price the various denominations of electronic
tokens however he chooses. For instance, in the example
given above, the “silver” tokens may be priced at ten cents
each, while the “gold” tokens are priced at ninety-?ve cents
each, giving the user a discount for purchasing “gold”
tokens.
Referring now to FIG. 1, the networked environment and
apparatus of the present invention are described. Server
computer 20 is controlled by a vendor who offers products
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ware, through which products and services are offered for
sale or rental, and software for issuing and handling elec
tronic tokens, which are used to pay for the products and
services. Additionally, server computer 20 may execute
database software, which stores information on products and
services for sale or rental, and information about users and
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their accounts for storing electronic tokens. If the vendor is

other information about products and services offered by the

selling or renting software over the network, server com

vendor, including descriptions and images of products,

puter 20 may execute software that issues authorization
codes for use of the software that is being sold or rented.
It will be understood by one skilled in the art that the

information on the manufacturers of products, additional
information on services, information about the availability
and stock on hand for products, and other information that
would be useful for handling Web-based sales of products
and services.

functions performed by server computer 20 may alterna

tively be performed by several computers controlled by the

If the products being offered by the vendor include
downloadable or rental software, product database 47 pref
erably contains information about the types of purchase or

vendor. In situations where the vendor is handling a high
volume of orders over the network, it may be necessary to

distribute the tasks performed by server computer 20 among
several computers for performance reasons.
Server computer 20 is connected to network 30 through
network interface 28. Network 30, preferably the Internet, is

rental that are offered for each such software product. These

types include:
a) permanent use;
b) rental use of a speci?ed ?xed time;
c) rental use for a speci?c number of times;
d) rental use for processing a speci?c number of a given

a communication network that connects server computer 20
to one or more client computers 32. Each of client computers
32 is operated by a user who may connect with server

computer 20 through network 30 for the purpose of pur
chasing or renting products and services from the vendor
who controls server computer 20. Each of client computers

32 includes a processor (not shown), memory (not shown),
and a display 34. Each of client computers 32 preferably
executes Web browser software, or other software that
permits client computers 32 to communicate with server
computer 20. Client computers 32 may also execute soft
ware that handles authorization codes for software products
that are purchased or rented from the vendor who operates
server computer 20.
Referring now to FIG. 2, the software executing on server

task;
20

to an unlimited permanent use;

g) converting rental use from processing a speci?c num
ber of a given task to an unlimited permanent use;

h) additional ?xed time for an application software
25

i) additional number of times to use for an application

j) additional processing of a speci?c number of a given
task via an application software already rented.
30

which communicates across the Internet with numerous Web

browsers to provide access to Web pages 42. Web pages 42
may be prede?ned static Web pages, or may include Web

pages that are dynamically generated, using CGI scripts,
servlets, or any other technology that permits a Web server

already rented;
software already rented; and

computer 20 is described in greater detail. In a preferred
embodiment, server computer 20 executes Web server 40,

e) converting rental use from speci?c ?xed time to an
unlimited permanent use;
f) converting rental use from a speci?c number of times
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to dynamically generate or modify Web pages. For example,

Additionally, database server 43 handles user order and
account number data 48, which maintains user order data
with cross-referencing to the user account number while a
client computer and server computer 20 interact. Database

server 43 also handles product sold records 49, which keep
track of products sold for future updating of products offered

Web pages 42 may be generated to contain information on

at the server. Both the user database 46 and product sold
records 49 are updated when a business transaction is

products extracted from products database 47.
Server computer 20 also executes Web engine 44, which

puter 20.

handles electronic tokens, as described in detail hereinbe
low. Web engine 44 communicates between Web server 40

completed between a user client computer and server com
40

and database server 43 to handle data on users, user

accounts, and other data concerning electronic tokens and
users.

Server computer 20 also executes database server 43,
which maintains user database 46, product database 47, user
order and account number data 48, and product sold records

45

server computers. Similarly, the databases and other records
and data maintained by database server 43 may be distrib
uted between multiple database servers executing on mul

tiple server computers.
Referring now to FIG. 3, The process for registering users
with the system is described. In a preferred embodiment of

49. Database server 43 may also manage other databases and

tables (not shown) for operating an electronic commerce
Web site.

As will be understood by one skilled in the relevant arts,
the software that is described hereinabove as executing on
server computer 20 may be distributed among multiple

the present invention, a user can register and establish an
50

account over the network (on-line method) or using tele

phone, facsimile machine or mail (off-line method). It

User database 46 contains information on each user of the

vendor’s Web site, including the user’s name or other

should be noted that as used herein, the use of e-mail

identifying information, account number, and any personal

between the user’s personal computer (PC) and the vendor

information on the user (i.e. credit card numbers, phone

numbers, address, etc.) that the vendor requires. User data
base 46 also preferably includes information on the number
of electronic tokens available to each user. User database 46
may also maintain data on how the user has spent tokens in
the past, on whether the user is a “preferred customer,”
eligible to receive discounts on token purchases and other
bonuses, the user’s credit and payment status, and any other
information that may assist the vendor to handle and track its

55
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customers.

Product database 47 contains details about products and
services offered and their descriptions. These details pref
erably include at least a product name and a product price in
tokens. Product database 47 may also include a variety of

is considered an off-line method, since communications
using e-mail is not a part of the business transaction between
the user’s client computer and the vendor’ s server computer.
The registration and establishment of an account with the
vendor, either using the on-line method or olf-line method
requires a user to provide the vendor with personal infor

mation, such as name, address, telephone number, facsimile
machine number, e-mail address, etc. To properly and
securely identify a user, the vendor may require additional
private information from the user, that may include the
maiden name of the user’s mother, the user’s social security
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number, the user’s birth date, and a password for use as a

Personal Identi?cation Number (PIN). As used herein, this

personal private information is collectively called “other

US 7,177,838 B1
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identi?ers”. These other identi?ers are used from time to

netWork by server computer 20, server computer 20 Will ask

time to assure proper identi?cation of the user. The user may

the user to provide a different credit card number, as shoWn

change his PIN at any time if he so desires.
After the user provides the vendor the above information,
a user is considered “Registered” and he is assigned an
account number. This user account number, hoWever, may
be held inactive until the user completes the purchase of an

in step 114.
To avoid prolonging interaction betWeen a client com

puter and server computer 20, after several unsuccessful

vendor. Alternatively, the vendor may issue a number of

attempts to process a valid credit card transaction, server
computer 20 may inform the user and terminate the con
nection betWeen the user’s computer and server computer
20, as indicated in step 115. Similarly, if the user does not

tokens to the user When the user opens an account, either for

complete the requested personal information as indicated in

payment of a registration fee, or for free, as an incentive for

step 112, a time limit is set, after Which server computer 20
Will inform the user that the connection With his client

initial minimum number of tokens (MT), as required by the

registration. When this is done, the user’s account number

computer Will be terminated, as shoWn in step 116.
Referring noW to FIG. 4, a method for purchasing addi
tional tokens from the vendor is described. In a preferred
embodiment of the present invention, a user may purchase

becomes active immediately.
Steps 101 through 103 shoW the process for off-line
registration. In step 101 the vendor provides a potential user
information about the vendor or application service provider
(ASP) Which may include the type of products it offers to
sell and/or rent, the concept of using tokens, hoW tokens can
be purchased, and the requirement for the user to purchase
an initial minimum number of tokens (MT).

tokens using an on-line method or an off-line method. The

minimum number of tokens a user is required to purchase
20

If the user Wants to proceed, at step 102, he is asked to

they Wish to sell and market on their particular Web site.

provide personal information, Which normally includes the
user’s name, address, telephone number, facsimile number,

Additionally, vendors may offer discounted prices for elec
tronic tokens to “preferred” customers, or based on the

if any, and e-mail address. He also is asked for additional

personal information (i.e., other identi?ers), Which may
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include a personal identi?cation number (PIN) Which Will be
changeable at the user’s request. The other identi?ers may
also include the user’s birth date, his social security number,
and his mother’s maiden name. This additional personal

information (i.e., other identi?ers) Will be used, if necessary,

30

to ensure correct identi?cation of the user.

In step 103, the user is asked by the vendor hoW he Wishes
to pay for the initial minimum number of tokens (MT)

At step 203, the user tells the vendor the number of
additional tokens he Wishes to purchase, and at step 204, the
payment method for this neW purchase is agreed upon
betWeen the user and the vendor. This may include payment
40

by check, purchase order, by the user’s credit card, or any
other form of payment that the vendor is Willing to accept
from the user. Once the user’s payment method is accepted
or payment is received, the vendor Will update the user’s
account in user database 46, and update the number of

ally purchases or otherWise acquires the minimum number
of tokens.
Next, the vendor informs the user of the account number
and that this account Will become active only after the
purchase or acquisition of the initial minimum number of
tokens (MT). When the user’ s payment for MT is con?rmed,
or the user otherWise acquires the minimum number of
tokens, the server Will make the user’s account number

volume of tokens purchased. In accordance With the present
invention, since each vendor issues electronic tokens to be
used to purchase its products and services, each vendor may
set its oWn prices and policies for electronic tokens.
When using the off-line method for purchasing electronic
tokens, the user may contact the vendor using the telephone,
facsimile machine, regular mail or e-mail, and identify
himself by giving the vendor his name and account number

(step 201). In step 202, the operator further con?rms the
user’s identity by asking for the user’s PIN and perhaps
other information con?rming the user’s identity.

required by the vendor. The vendor may, at his option, based
on information given to him by the user, accept payment by
the user’s personal check, via the user’s credit card, via a
purchase order, or through any other payment method that
the vendor is Willing to accept from the user.
Once the user and vendor have agreed upon a payment
method, the vendor inputs the user’s information into server
computer 20. At step 104, Server computer 20 assigns a user
account number, Which Will be inactive until the user actu

(MT) and the price for each token may vary among vendors.
Particularly, variations may exist among vendors in foreign
countries and depending on the type or category of products
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available tokens (AT) in the user’s account (steps 206, 207

and 208). As shoWn in step 207, the neWly purchased tokens
(NT) are added to the user’s available tokens (AT).
If the user elects to purchase additional tokens using the

on-line method, steps similar to those using the off-line
50

“Active”, create an entry and an account for the user in user

method are taken, as indicated in steps 211, 212, 213 and
214. As in the registration process, the communication
betWeen the vendor and the user is handled over the net

database 46, set the user’s available number of tokens (AT)

Work, for example, using Web pages. Additionally, the user’ s

to the minimum number of tokens, or the number of tokens

payment options may be limited to using a credit card or

acquired by the user, if the number is larger than the
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other payment method that can be handled over a netWork

minimum (steps 105, 106, 107). Next, at step 108, the

such as the Internet. As With the purchase of the initial

vendor informs the user that his account number is noW

minimum number of tokens, an attempt to obtain a valid user

active and that he is ready to make purchases.
If the on-line method is used, steps similar to those taken

credit card number Will be made by server computer 20, as
illustrated in steps 215 and 216.
It should be noted that the user may purchase additional
tokens even While he is shopping. For example, if the user
is shopping on the vendor’s Web site, and discovers that his

in the olf-line method are taken, as indicated in steps 111,
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112, 113, 104, 105, 106, 107, and 118. In the on-line method,
communications betWeen the vendor and the user occur over

the netWork, using Web pages, for example. Additionally,

available tokens are insuf?cient to cover the total cost of

When using the on-line method for payment, the user may be
restricted to using a credit card to purchase the minimum
number of tokens. If the credit card number given by the user
is not accepted by a banking system accessed over the

products and services he Wishes to purchase, he may elect to
purchase additional tokens. In step 217, the server recog
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niZes such situations, and returns control back to the user at

his client computer after the tokens have been purchased.

